ADDENDUM #4
ITB/RFP NUMBER: 2022006-PT-P
Upgrade, Purchase and Installation of Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) in
Transit Buses RFP
DATE: December 15, 2021
TO: All Potential Bidders/Offerors
City of Harrisonburg’s RFP, is modified as follows:
1. Question: For the integration requirement, what is the Make/Model/Serial Number and Control
Unit for the HDPT’s Luminator exterior headsigns?
Answer: Luminator Technology Group / Amber, 16 Row X 160 Column, Horizon Gen 4 / 196120196122
2. Question: For ATTACHMENT J. FEATURE CHECKLIST, can vendors fill out that sheet in
XLS/Excel format and submit? This would help with spacing on the "If not currently available,
explain" column.
Answer: Yes, as long as the vendor provides the MS Excel copy alongside a physical copy as
required in the RFP
3. Question: Can vendors also submit our own cost breakdown sheet as supplemental information in
addition to the required pricing sheet?
Answer: Yes, you can.
4. Question: Is there a designated budget for this project?
Answer: Per Code of Virginia 2.2-4342 B, the City will not be providing a cost estimate for this
project.
5. Question: Question: Is it acceptable if a vendor doesn’t quote installation of wayside signage
components, given the variety of installation requirements that different locations demand?
Answer: Yes, the vendor should quote the installation. We would like to have the full quote with
details so that we can make a holistic decision.”
As a follow up, Installation of street side signage can have a wide range in scope/cost. Can
Harrisonburg please provide the following detail about potential stop locations:
a. Will all candidate stops have power available?
b. Will any candidate stops have LAN available?
c. Can Harrisonburg share any information about candidate stop mounting location? (IE wall,
shelter, existing pole, etc)
Answer:
a. No, we do not.
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b. No, we do not.
c. Our shelter location is probably going to be the best place for us to have those mounted.

All other requirements, terms and conditions of the ITB/RFP remain unchanged.
Addendum page must be signed and returned with your bid/proposal to acknowledge receipt of this addendum.

___________________________________
Authorized Signature

By: Shane B. Smith
Procurement Manager
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